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Abstract

Automatic extraction of funding information
from academic articles adds significant value to
industry and research communities, including
tracking research outcomes by funding organi-
zations, profiling researchers and universities
based on the received funding, and supporting
open access policies. Two major challenges
of identifying and linking funding entities are:
(i) sparse graph structure of the Knowledge
Base (KB), which makes the commonly used
graph-based entity linking approaches subop-
timal for the funding domain, (ii) missing en-
tities in KB, which (unlike recent zero-shot
approaches) requires marking entity mentions
without KB entries as NIL. We propose an en-
tity linking model that can perform NIL predic-
tion and overcome data scarcity issues in a time
and data-efficient manner. Our model builds
on a transformer-based mention detection and
a bi-encoder model to perform entity linking.
We show that our model outperforms strong
existing baselines.

1 Introduction

Entity Linking (EL) aims to annotate text with cor-
responding entity identifiers from a Knowledge
Base (KB) and is a building block for different
tasks, such as document ranking (Xiong et al.,
2017), entity retrieval (Hasibi et al., 2016), and
question understanding in conversations (Shang
et al., 2021). Recent years have witnessed the
flourishing of entity linking approaches for zero-
shot (Wu et al., 2020; Li et al., 2020) and open-
domain setups (van Hulst et al., 2020; Cao et al.,
2021). While zero-shot entity linking can gener-
alize to new specialized domains and entity dic-
tionaries, existing approaches cannot perform NIL
prediction; i.e., identifying entity mentions without
a target entity in a knowledge base and assigning
them to NIL. Open-domain entity linkers, on the
other hand, build on the availability of rich entity
relations and descriptions in KBs. This makes ex-

isting EL approaches suboptimal for real-world
applications of entity linking in domains with in-
complete knowledge bases, where both in-KB and
out-of-KB entities should be identified.

In this paper, we aim to address entity linking
in the funding domain (Dai et al., 2021; Alexander
and de Vries, 2021), which is essential for funding
organizations to track the outcome of the research
they funded (Kayal et al., 2019) and also helps to
comply with open access rules (Dai et al., 2021).
Knowledge bases of funding organizations, either
proprietary or open access (e.g., the funding KB
Crossref1), contain brief information about entities
(e.g., official name and acronym). They also have
extremely sparse graph structure with large amount
of missing entities that need to be found from re-
search articles. This implies that EL in the funding
domain requires detecting mentions with out-of-
KB entities while handling sparse entity relations
and descriptions. The approach, should also be able
to operate with limited training data, as large pub-
lic datasets are rarely available for domain-specific
applications.

We propose a two-step EL approach, where
we first identify entity mentions using task adap-
tive pre-training (Gururangan et al., 2020) of
BERT (Devlin et al., 2019) and then perform En-
tity Disambiguation (ED) by utilizing a bi-encoder
model to learn dense entity and mention representa-
tions. Our bi-encoder model and training approach
using negative sampling are specifically designed
to operate with out-of-KB entities. The bi-encoder
is followed by a modest feature-based model to
map the entities to an entity in KB or NIL. We
create two new datasets for EL in the funding do-
main and compare our mention detection and ED
approaches with strong neural and feature-based
models. We show that our model improves over
existing baselines for both entity disambiguation
and end-to-end entity linking.

1https://www.crossref.org

https://www.crossref.org
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Figure 1: Overview of our entity disambiguation ap-
proach for incomplete proprietary knowledge bases.

In summary, our contributions include: (i)
proposing a data-efficient model for entity linking
(with NIL prediction) in funding domain that is ef-
ficient and can be used with modest computational
power, (ii) improving upon existing EL approaches
for funding organization, and (iii) releasing new
training and evaluation datasets for entity linking
in funding domain. To our knowledge, this is the
first and largest publicly available dataset for entity
linking in funding domain. The code and datasets
created in this paper are made publicly available.2

2 Method

In this section, we provide a formal definition of
the task, followed by the description of our Men-
tion Detection (MD) approach and Funding entity
Disambiguation model, referred to as FunD.

2.1 Task Definition

We denote E as the set of entities in a knowledge
base, where each entity e ∈ E is accompanied by a
textual description. Let m = (s, t) ∈ M denote an
entity mention with start and end positions s and t.
Given a document d = {w1, w2, ..., wn}, our aim
is to generate the list:

L = {(⟨s, t⟩, a)|1 ≤ s ≤ t ≤ n, a ∈ E ∪NIL},

which represents all possible mentions linked to an
entity in the KB (in-KB setup) or NIL (out-of-KB
setup). This task is similar to zero-shot (Wu et al.,
2020) and open domain entity linking (van Hulst
et al., 2020), but different from them, entities do
not need to have an entry in the KB.

2.2 Mention Detection

For mention detection, we adapt BERT (Devlin
et al., 2019) to the funding domain. Domain Adap-
tive Pre-Training (DAPT), while being effective,

2https://github.com/informagi/Fund-EL

requires a large amount of domain-specific text, re-
quires large amount of training data which is not
feasible for the funding domain (Gerritse et al.,
2022; Nogueira et al., 2019). We therefore utilize
the Task-Adaptive Pre-Training (TAPT) (Gururan-
gan et al., 2020), which requires a far smaller but
more task-relevant training corpus and is proven
to be more effective than DAPT. We train BERT
with the Masked Language Model objective on
acknowledgments of research papers. We refer
to this model as BERTTAPT. We then fine-tune
BERTTAPTfor the mention detection task using IOB
tags.

2.3 Entity Disambiguation
Candidate Entity Selection To obtain the likeli-
hood of an entity being a target link of a mention,
we employ a bi-encoder model (Wu et al., 2020)
for encoding a mention (with its context) and an
entity. Our bi-encoder model utilizes two BERT
encoders for generating entity and mention repre-
sentations. The entity encoder takes the structured
entity description as the input:

xe = BERT[CLS]([CLS] valA1 [EA] ... [EA]

valAn [EB] valB [SEP]),

where [EA] and [EB] are two word-piece tokens,
selected among the unused tokens of BERT, and
valAi and valB denote values for entity attributes
A and B. Here A corresponds to names of entities,
which is a multi-valued attribute, and B is the coun-
try of the funding organization. For the mention
encoder, we follow Wu et al. (2020) and obtain
mention representations by:

xm = BERT[CLS]([CLS] ctxtleft [Ms]mention

[Me] ctxtright [SEP]),

where ctxtleft and ctxtright represent context words
before and after the mention. In this work, both
BERT models are initialized with BERTTAPT. The
mention-entity score is then obtained by:

f(m, e) = WT (xm ⊙ xe), (1)

where ⊙ refers to element-wise multiplication of
mention representation xm and entity representa-
tion xe, and W ∈ RBERT×2 represents learnable
weights. The binary cross-entropy loss L is used to
train the model:

L = − 1

N

N∑
i=1

li log(f(mi, ei))− (1− li)

log(1− f(mi, ei)),

https://github.com/informagi/Fund-EL
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where N is the number of training examples and li
is a binary value that is set to 1 if ei is the correct
entity for mention mi.

Negative Sampling Following Gillick et al.
(2019), we perform training in rounds, where
the model obtained in each round is used to pro-
duce hard negatives for the next round. Contrary
to (Gillick et al., 2019), we do not use in-batch
random negative sampling, as it provides less di-
verse random negatives for sparse domain-specific
applications compared to open-domain EL.

The following strategy is employed for random
and hard negative sampling. In the first round,
negative entities of each mention are sampled ran-
domly from the entire KB. For the next rounds,
both random and hard negatives are used. Hard
negatives are entities ranked above the correct en-
tity by the model learned in the previous step. For
mentions with out-of-KB entities, the top-K enti-
ties are selected as hard negatives (K is set to 10
following (Gillick et al., 2019)). The number of
random negatives for each mention is computed
based on the number of hard negatives:

Negr(m) = ⌊
∑|M |

i=1Negh(m)

|M |
⌋, (2)

where Negr() and Negh() give number of random
and hard negatives, respectively. Using this strat-
egy, we strive a balance between random and hard
negatives, while giving hard mentions (i.e., men-
tions that their correct entities are in low ranks) a
larger number of hard negatives.

Entity or NIL Selection Once we have obtained
candidate entities from our bi-encoder model, we
turn to mapping each mention to an entity in the
knowledge base or NIL. We employ a feature-
based model using Gradient Boosting Machine
(GBM) (Friedman, 2001). Our model utilizes five
light-weight features: (i) score obtained by the bi-
encoder model, (ii) maximum Levenshtein similar-
ity between the mention and the labels of the candi-
date entity, (iii) link probability of the mention (Ba-
log, 2018) obtained by dividing numbers of times a
mention appears as a link by total number of occur-
rences of a term: P (link|m) = nlink(m)/n(m),
and (iv) commonness score (Balog, 2018) ob-
tained by P (e|m) = n(m, e)/

∑
e′∈E n(m, e′),

with n(m, e) denoting number of times that men-
tion m is linked to entity e. A mention is linked
to the entity with the highest GBM score if higher
than threshold τ .

System Set P R F1
Stanford NER Test 73.70 75.10 74.39
FlairNER Test 85.83 78.02 81.74
BERTNER Test 79.18 86.03 82.46
BERTMD

TAPT Test 80.28 86.54 83.29
Stanford NER Eval 76.17 72.87 74.48
BERTMD

TAPT Eval 79.08 85.31 82.08

Table 1: Mention detection results on ELFund dataset.

3 Experiments

Data We use the Crossref funding registry as
our KB, containing information about 25,859 fund-
ing organizations. We create two new datasets for
the funding domain, ELFund and EDFund (Afzal
et al., 2022), which are used for experiments. The
datasets are split into training, validation, test, and
eval sets, with no overlaps in the training, test, and
eval across the two datasets. The validation set
is used for searching hyper-parameters.The eval
set contains completely unseen production data,
used for the final evaluation of the models; see Ap-
pendix A and B for more details about the datasets
and experimental setup.

Evaluation Metrics To evaluate the mention de-
tection step, we use strong matching precision, re-
call, and F1 score (Tjong Kim Sang and De Meul-
der, 2003; Usbeck et al., 2019). The ED and EL
tasks are evaluated in three settings: (i) In-KB, for
mentions linked to entities in KB, (ii) Emerging
Entities (EE) for Out-of-KB entities; i.e., mentions
linked to no entities, and (iii) All, for in-KB and
emerging entities. We evaluate the ED task using
micro and macro averaged accuracy for the All
setting (Hoffart et al., 2014). For In-KB and EE
settings, we report on micro- and macro- averaged
precision, recall, and F1 (Usbeck et al., 2019).

4 Results

Mention Detection Table 1 shows the results
for the mention detection step. We compare
BERTMD

TAPTwith Stanford NER (Finkel et al., 2005),
FlairNER (Akbik et al., 2018), and BERTNER (Devlin
et al., 2019). The results show that FlairNERachieves
the highest precision, but the lowest recall com-
pared to the BERT-based models. We also ob-
serve that BERTMD

TAPToutperforms all baselines with
respect to the F1 score, showing the importance
of task adaptive pre-training when limited data is
available.
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Method Set All EE In-KB
Accmic Accmac Pmic Rmic F1mic Pmic Rmic F1mic

Commonness Test 83.8 85.81 53.55 88.2 66.64 94.22 82.99 88.25
GBMF26 Test 91.02 92.84 79.11 78.67 78.89 93.2 93.29 93.25
FunD Test 91.15 92.76 77.44 81.14 79.25 93.82 92.99 93.40
GBMF26 Eval 90.26 90.84 80.03 81.49 80.75 92.69 92.3 92.5
FunD Eval 90.66 91.11 79.26 85.45 82.24 93.56 91.86 92.7

Table 2: Entity disambiguation results on the EDFund dataset. Best results for each set are marked in bold face.

MD ED Setting F1mic F1mac

Stanford NER GBMF26 All 68.43 69.34
BERTMD

TAPT FunD All 75.81 76.59
Stanford NER GBMF26 EE 43.34 71.01
BERTMD

TAPT FunD EE 52.82 73.68
Stanford NER GBMF26 In-KB 77.33 74.73
BERTMD

TAPT FunD In-KB 85.14 81.86

Table 3: Entity linking results on the ELFund dataset.

Entity Disambiguation Table 2 presents entity
disambiguation results. We compare our ED
method, FunD with two baselines: (i) Common-
ness (Hasibi et al., 2015), where each mention
is linked to the entity with the highest common-
ness score if it is greater than zero, (ii) GBMF26,
which is a strong feature-based GBM model with
26 features, ranging from string similarities (e.g.
BM25) to statistical features (e.g., commonness
and link probability). We note that state-of-the-
art EL methods, such as REL (van Hulst et al.,
2020), GENRE (Cao et al., 2021), and BLINK (Wu
et al., 2020) cannot be used as baselines, as they
rely on data resources that are not available in our
KB and also do not address NIL prediction. We,
however, implemented BLINK’s bi-encoder with
a score threshold, and obtained micro average ac-
curacy of 60.16, which is a far worse performance
compared to other baselines. Table 2 results show
that FunD strives a balance between precision and
recall and can achieve the best results with respect
to F1 in both In-KB and EE setups. This observa-
tion is also mirrored with respect to accuracy on
the Eval set.

Entity Linking Putting the pieces together, we
show the results of end-to-end entity linking on
test set of ELFund dataset in Table 3. We compare
our model with the best ED baseline (GBMF26)
combined with Stanford NER (a fast and strong
existing MD model). The results indicate that our
MD and ED models improve the existing feature
based model by a large margin, reinforcing our pre-

System With GPU Without GPU
FunD 9.26± 0.47 23.07± 0.78
GBMF26 99.2±0.45 99.2±0.45

Table 4: Efficiency of ED models (in seconds).

vious finding that our models can be successfully
applied to the funding domain.

Efficiency Finally, we measure the run time of
ED model by running it on a random sample of
100 sentences with 306 mentions. We pass 12
candidate entities to both GBMF26 and FunD and
measure the run time in seconds. The experiment
is repeated 10 times on a machine with an Intel
Xeon E-2276M (2.80GHz, 32GB RAM) CPU and
an NVIDIA Quadro T1000 GPU with 4GB mem-
ory. Table 4 shows that FunD is four times faster
than the feature-based GBMF26 model without
GPU. The difference is even larger using GPU,
as FunD’s efficiency is increased, while GBMF26

performance does not change with GPU. The inef-
ficiency of the GBMF26 model is mostly attributed
to the calculation of the hand-crafted features.

5 Conclusions

In this paper, we have introduced an entity link-
ing method for funding domain, where the knowl-
edge base has sparse graph structure and limited
information is available about entities. The model
builds on BERT to perform mention detection, and
a bi-encoder model to conduct the entity disam-
biguation. We compared our method to strong
feature-based and zero-shot models and showed
that our model can perform NIL assignments and
overcome data scarcity issues more efficient and ef-
fective than comparable baselines. As future work,
we would like to explore the benefit of employing
contrastive learning for the highly ambiguous entity
mentions, which could provide further robustness
to extracting and linking such entities in scientific
texts that span across all sciences.
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A Dataset Statistics

The ELFund and EDFund datasets are created
based on scientific articles published before 2017.
Expert annotators were asked to identify sentences
that contain funding organizations of the research
(e.g., X was funded by source Y) and link the or-
ganizations to entities in the Crossref KB. ELFund,
further contains sentences that could be also auto-
matically identified by a classifier. Both datasets
were annotated by two experts to find the bound-
ary of mentions and their corresponding entities if
available. Disagreements were resolved by a third
annotator, and mentions with out-of-KB entities
are annotated with NIL. We note that ELFund is
not a subset of EDFund.

B Training Configuration

We train the case-preserving version of
BERTBASEwith 2M sentences containing funding
information to obtain the BERTTAPT model. Unless
indicated otherwise, the hyper-parameters recom-
mended by Gururangan et al. (2020) are used for
training. The training is done on an NVIDIA Tesla
K80 GPU with 12 GB of memory with a batch
size of 2048 through gradient accumulation and
for one epoch (1000 steps). We further fine-tune
BERTTAPTfor the mention detection task on the
ELFund dataset. The fine-tuning process is done
for 3 epochs with batch size of 8. We refer to
this model as BERTMD

TAPT. For disambiguation, the
bi-encoder model is trained on the EDFund dataset
with a learning rate of 2× 10−5 and batch size of
16. The training is performed in 4 rounds, each
round consisting of 2 epochs. In the first round, 3
random negatives are used for each mention. The
score threshold τ is set to 0.042 using grid search.
Following (Wu et al., 2020), the mention and entity
representations are limited to 64 and 256 tokens,
respectively.
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